
 
 
 

STEEL “FOLDAWAY” CLIMBING FRAME 
 

 
 
 
 
TO PREPARE THE FRAME FOR USE 

1. Lift the draw bolt which locks the bottom of the frame near to the wall in the stored 
position. 

2. Swing the frame out until it is at a right angle to the wall, push down on the draw bolt 
to locate the frames in this right angled position. 

3. Release the strap which ties the gates together in the stored position. 

4. Swing the gates into the required positions and locate into the floor using the draw 
bolts fitted near the base of each gate. 

5. Fit the stabilising ladders in position by hooking one end to the “ladder” section of 
each gate and the other end by sliding its bolt sideways into the slot of the keyhole 
floorplate.  The climbing frame is NOT safe for use unless the stabilizing ladders are 
installed. 

6. Where a wall fixed support ladder is used place the “bridging” pole, ladder, beam etc. 
into position. 

 
SAFETY CHECK 

1. Check regularly for loose or worn fittings 

2. Check the wall hinge to ensure that it is bolted securely to the wall 

3. Check the hinge bolts located at the top of the “wing” gates and ensure that they are 
tight 

4. Ensure that the stabilising ladders are secure 



5. Check the wall fixed ladder (when one exists) to ensure that it is securely bolted to 
the wall 

6. Use only under qualified supervision 

 
 
 
To store the frames away: 

1. Dismantle the stabilising ladders and hang them vertically from the wall fixed storage 
rail (6’6” and 8’ size frames) or hang them vertically from the climbing frame rails 
(above 8’ size frames) 

2. Pull up the shootbolts on the secondary gates and fold back to the main gate as 
shown. 

 

 
 

3. Re-fasten all three gates together using the tie strap. 

4. At the bottom of the main gate lift up the shootbolt then wheel all three frames 
together, back to the stored position until the garage bolt clicks back into the wall 
fixed bracket. Push down the shootbolt into its floor fixing. 

 

 



3-GATE MAT SYSTEM 
 

 
 

1. The pack of 3 foldable chevron mats and two triangle mats provide mats to suit 
all possible layouts of the climbing frame. 

2. Set out and position the mats according to the following diagram to suit the 
position of the frame.  DO NOT attempt to reposition the frame with the mats in 
place – instead remove the mats, reposition the frame and re-position the mats. 

 

   

 

 
 


